
Student job in the department for production automation

Type of machining: Student job, Internship

Department: Production automation

Start: Immediately

The project

In the Production Automation department, we work on

exciting research and industry projects to automate tasks

in an industrial environment. I am looking for a motivated

student assistant for my research project QualLa and for

other secondary tasks such as support in the processing of

industrial and internal projects!

You will actively support me professionally and

organisationally in short-, medium- and long-term issues

and in coping with the daily work, possibly with a view to a

bachelor's, study or master's thesis.

Your profile

You study one of the following subjects:

Mechanical engineering

Electrical engineering

Industrial Engineering

Business informatics

Computer science

Production and Logistics

Meachtronics

or similar

and you are interested in production automation projects

and research-relevant topics in this area?

You also have knowledge of the relevant MS Office

applications, especially PowerPoint and Excel. Further

knowledge in Python is desirable so that you are well

prepared for the implementation of the software for my

research project QualLa. Good written and spoken

German and English skills are required.

And most importantly: you want to work in our team with

flat hierarchies!

Your tasks

You can be creative in one or more of the following tasks.

The range of tasks is varied with the following focal points:

Conducting literature research on current research

topics

Supporting the implementation of new research ideas

Supporting the implementation of ongoing projects with

industrial partners and projects at IPH

Validation of theoretical and industrial research results

Support in my research project QualLa (implementation

of a software in Python)

Furthermore, support in the preparation of external and

internal events, seminars and workshops is possible.

We offer

appropriate remuneration

independent work

flexible working hours

well-equipped workplaces

home office by arrangement

Experimental work

possibly long-term cooperation

Your contact person

Torben Mente

M.Sc.

+49 (0)511 279 76-236

Bitte sende Deine aussagekräftige Bewerbung in einer

einzigen PDF-Datei an jobs@iph-hannover.de
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